
Consortium
Morpheos provides a complete Platform to exploit the morphology profile of users in e-
commerce and design. The components of the Platform include the mobile app for the final
user, the plugins for the e-commerce CMSs, tools to profile the products and of course the
use of the morphotype profile database, maintained by the partner iDeal.

www.morpheosproject.eu
info@morpheosproject.eu
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Objective
The objective of Morpheos is to create in
EU a centralized open ecosystem based on
consumer morphology where creative
industries can have access to knowledge
about customers expectations and need
(“customization knowledge” in the
following) to enhance their creativity and
design processes. This ecosystem will
exploit the synergy expected by EC
between actual KETs in consumer
morphology and needs collection and
application to break the silos and
fragmentation of customization
knowledge database

The Morpheos technology is able to
extract the complete measure profile of
the user with a dedicated mobile app, just
taking two pictures and applying advanced
algorithms.

These algorithms can also provide the
matching between the piece on sale (in e-
commerce as well as in traditional retail)
and the consumer body shape, taking into
proper consideration the fact that the 1st
is a 2D shape while the 2nd is a 3D one,
with the related geometrical level of
complexity.

Technology

Morpheos will challenge the domination of
US web players who are able to manage
consumer preferences and behaviors with
databases at big data level, by the creation
of a living ecosystem based on
standardized morphology where SMEs can
participate and exploit a centralized
customisation knowledge, without
renouncing to their peculiarity and cultural
business model.

Once an users creates his profile, he can
use it in any e-commerce that has
integrated Morpheos functionality
The profile also includes data about
personal preferences which can help the
different e-commerces to provide the best
product suggestions to the user. These
preferences can be tuned upon request for
specific sectors (fashion, furniture,
automotive, etc.)

Impact

Morpheos-Breakingthe silos between sectors

Morpheos platform is designed to support
design process of EU fashion and interior
design SME industries providing the
integration of IT technology used for the
morphological definition of human body
and preferences identification, within the
design process of the EU creative
industries.

The synergy provided by this integration
will be flexible and open to almost
numerous possibilities of exploiting
morphological information and
preferences (lifestyle) of consumers to
satisfy the increasing product
customization needs of the creative
manufacturing.

Per each level of application scenario
Morpheos will provide a new service to
product designers and a virtual laboratory
where:

 on to indicate to each consumer the
best design and product already
available from e-commerce.

 to adapt goods on the basis of specific
consumer morphology.

 to design goods on the basis of the
information about consumer
morphology, habits and lifestyle.

In addition to the mobile app (which
targets the final user), Morpheos provides
the required plug-ins to easily integrate
the functionaly in Prestashop and PHP-
based CMSs.
The exploitation of the Morpheos results is
done under its comercial Brand: ISizeYou
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